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Abstract: An adhesive yet easily removable burn wound
dressing represents a breakthrough in second-degree burn
wound care. Current second-degree burn wound dressings
absorb wound exudate, reduce bacterial infections, and maintain a moist environment for healing, but are surgically or
mechanically debrided from the wound, causing additional
trauma to the newly formed tissues. We have developed an ondemand dissolvable dendritic thioester hydrogel burn dressing
for second-degree burn care. The hydrogel is composed of
a lysine-based dendron and a PEG-based crosslinker, which
are synthesized in high yields. The hydrogel burn dressing
covers the wound and acts as a barrier to bacterial infection in
an in vivo second-degree burn wound model. A unique feature
of the hydrogel is its capability to be dissolved on-demand, via
a thiol–thioester exchange reaction, allowing for a facile burn
dressing removal.

P

olymeric materials used to treat second-degree burn
wounds provide transient physiologic wound closure by
absorbing wound exudate, preventing wound desiccation,
and isolating the wound from the environment.[1] Selection of
a dressing for a second-degree burn is based on healing effect,
ease of application and removal, dressing change requirements, cost, and patient comfort. Various commercially
available dressings such as hydrocolloids, polyurethane
films, silicon coated nylons, biosynthetic skin substitutes,
antimicrobial (silver and iodine) dressings, fibers, hydrogels
and wound dressing pads, along with secondary adhesive
dressings, are already used for the treatment of burns.[1, 2]
However, currently available dressings adhere to the wound
surface, requiring cutting and mechanical debridement for
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a dressing change, leading to traumatization of newly
epithelialized tissues, delayed healing, and personal suffering
in the injured patient.[3] The average duration of a burn
dressing change is reported to be 57.6  34.4 min.[3] Burn
specialists estimate that it takes three people 138 min to dress
a 10–30 % burn, 105 min to dress a facial burn and 66 min to
change a hand dressing.[4] The need for anesthesia further
increases time and complexity of the procedure—and is
routinely done for pediatric patients.[5] Consequently, new
approaches and/or materials that enable facile dressing
change, while minimizing procedurally induced tissue
damage, are needed in the clinic.
This is especially evident, given that each year, more than
300 000 people die from fire-related burn injuries and millions
suffer from burn-related disabilities with significant psychological, emotional, and economic consequences on the
survivors and their families.[6] Burn injuries (e.g., caused by
fire, electricity, chemicals, radiation) are among the most
challenging to manage: significant fluid loss and extensive
tissue damage resulting from deep wounds impair multiple
vital functions performed by the skin.[7] Repeated painful
dressing changes and wound infection, which further increase
local tissue damage, pose common complications, while
systemic inflammatory and immunological responses lead to
a higher predisposition to life-threatening sepsis and multiorgan failure. Immediate and effective clinical treatments are
critical to improve patient outcomes and reduce burn mortality rates.
An ideal second-degree burn dressing should: 1) conform
to the irregular shapes of a wound and be easily applied to
areas difficult to access with conventional pre-shaped dressings, 2) possess elasticity to accommodate movement,
3) absorb wound exudate and maintain a moist environment
of the wound bed, 4) lessen trauma to the wound during
dressing changes, 5) be biocompatible, and 6) protect the
wound from infections. Based on these criteria, we designed
and synthesized an in situ gelling hydrogel-based dressing
possessing thioester linkages. We hypothesized that it will seal
the burn wound, act as a physical barrier to bacterial
migration, and dissolve on-demand via cleavage of the
thioester linkages upon addition of a cysteine methyl ester
(CME) solution to the hydrogel.
The hydrogel dressing is composed of two components:
a dendron and a crosslinker (Figure 1). The use of a dendritic
macromonomer enables fine control over the composition,
structure and molecular weight while providing a multivalent
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the hydrogel dressing, a solution of the
dendron in borate buffer at pH 8.6 is
mixed with a solution of the crosslinker
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at
pH 6.5. The molar ratio of amine to
NHS is 1:1, and the total concentration
of the polymer in solution is 40 wt %. A
hydrophilic hydrogel dressing forms
spontaneously within seconds upon
mixing the two aqueous solutions in
which the amines of the tri-lysine
dendron react with the NHS-esters of
the crosslinker, resulting in the formation of amide bonds, giving a crosslinked network (Figure 1). Due to its in
situ gelation, the hydrogel can be easily
applied as a solution to areas difficult to
access with conventional pre-formed
Figure 1. A) An idealized crosslinked hydrogel formed by the reaction between the dendron and
crosslinker. B) On-demand dissolution of the hydrogel relies on a thiol–thioester exchange
dressings and forms a gel that conforms
reaction upon exposure to a CME solution.
to irregular shapes of a wound. This in
situ sol–gel transition allows a complete
wound coverage and contact across the burn area. Imporeffect. Dendritic macromonomers are finding increased uses
tantly, the hydrogel dressing is stable to hydrolysis for several
as carriers for drugs, scaffolds for tissue engineering, and
days in PBS at pH 7.4.
precursors for tissue adhesives.[8] We previously reported the
In order to determine the viscoelastic properties and
synthesis of a dissolvable PEG-LysSH hydrogel using a thiolmechanical strength of the hydrogel, rheological studies were
terminated dendron and an N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
performed. First, the oscillatory stress sweep was evaluated in
-activated poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based crosslinker.[8m]
order to determine the linear viscoelastic region of the
In the current study, we have altered the hydrogel system to
material, i.e., the region where the properties observed are
meet the additional criteria of ease of use, enhanced stability,
independent of imposed stress or strain levels. Thus, the
slower hydrogel formation, and faster hydrogel dissolution.
storage (G’) and loss (G’’) moduli were plotted as a function
These advantages will facilitate adoption and translation of
of the oscillatory stress at a constant frequency of 1 Hz
this polymeric medical device to the clinic. The previous thiol(Figure S1, SI). Then, the frequency sweep was run at
capped dendron oxidized in air to disulfides, requiring special
oscillatory stress of 50 Pa (value chosen from the linear
precautions and handling, and had a limited storage life. Once
viscoelastic region). At frequencies between 0.1 and 10 Hz,
oxidized, the thiol moieties are unable to participate in the
the hydrogel exhibited gel character as G’ > G’’. At frequency
crosslinking reaction to form the hydrogel. To overcome this
of 1 Hz, the G’ and G’’ values for the hydrogel were  13,000
challenge, the thioester linkage is not formed during hydrogel
and 500 Pa, respectively (Figure S2, SI). Physically, the
gelation, but is a part of the PEG crosslinker. The lysinehydrogel exhibits elasticity, is soft to the touch and is
based dendron used in the current hydrogel system is capped
transparent.
with nucleophilic amines. This shortens the dendron synthesis
The ability of the hydrogel to hold water translates to its
by two steps by bypassing the introduction and subsequent
capacity to absorb wound exudate and maintain a moist
deprotection of the thiol moieties. Additionally, the rate of
environment of the wound bed. After exposure to an excess of
hydrogel formation is more controllable than the previous
PBS at pH 7.4, the hydrogel swells to 174 % in 1 h and 650 %
thiol-based system, which gelled instantaneously, and allows
in 18 h, reaching equilibrium, while maintaining its integrity
the matrix to easily fill the complex geometry of the burned
(Figures S3 and S4, SI).
areas.
Next, the adhesive properties of the hydrogel were
Specifically, the tri-lysine dendron possesses four reactive
measured using an established lap-shear by tension loading
amines for rapid gelation with an electrophilic bifunctional
test (American Society for Testing and Materials, F2255-05).
crosslinker. For increased aqueous solubility, PEG, Mw =
Two portions of murine skin were adhered together using the
2 kDa, is attached to the focal point of the dendritic structure.
hydrogel and upon increasing shear stress, rupture of the
The dendron is synthesized following a previously reported
hydrogel occurred within the bulk of the material, rather than
procedure.[8m] The new crosslinker is based on PEG with two
at the tissue-hydrogel interface. Control experiments perinternal thioester linkages and is end-capped with NHS
formed with only the dendron or crosslinker solutions did not
groups. It is synthesized by reacting SVA-PEG-SVA, Mw =
afford a seal, and the tissue portions remained separated (see
3.4 kDa, with thioglycolic acid in the presence of N,N’SI). This suggests the hydrogel is not covalently bound to but
diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) to introduce two thioester
is mechanically interlocked with the surrounding tissue.
moieties. Next, the macromolecule is capped with NHS
Unlike other types of trauma, in which pain diminishes
groups using N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as the
over time, the interventions, i.e., burn dressing changes
coupling agent (see Supporting Information (SI)). To prepare
www.angewandte.org
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necessary to prevent infection and promote healing, worsen
the pain of burn injury. As documented in the literature,
procedural pain is more severe than background pain and can
be excruciating without adequate analgesia. Hence, our goal
is to design a hydrogel dressing which dissolves on-demand,
eliminating the need for mechanical and/or surgical debridement. The dissolution mechanism proceeds via thiol–thioester
exchange between the thioester present in the hydrogel
network and an exogenous thiolate solution.[8l, 9] Using
quantitative rheological measurements (Figure 2), a time

Figure 3. Photographs of the dissolution of the hydrogel as a function
of time after treatment with an aqueous CME solution (0.3 m, pH 8.6).
Fast Green FCF was added to the hydrogel for visualization.

sweep was run in which the thioester-containing hydrogel was
exposed to CME (0.3 m, pH 8.6). After 30 min of exposure,
the hydrogel was dissolved (G’ < 200 Pa). As expected, when
in contact with lysine methyl ester (LME, 0.3 m, pH 8.5) or air,
the mechanical properties of the hydrogel remained
unchanged and no hydrogel dissolution was observed. In
addition, a control hydrogel sample was prepared with
a commercially available crosslinker, SVA-PEG-SVA,
Mw = 3.4 kDa, which does not possess thioester bonds, and
subjected to CME (0.3 m, pH 8.6). After 1 h of exposure, the
control hydrogel did not dissolve confirming that the thiol–
thioester exchange is responsible for the hydrogel dissolution.
We were also able to observe the on-demand dissolution
of the hydrogel (Figure 3). The hydrogel was applied to
a second-degree burn wound on a rat and left to gel for 1 h
(Figure 3 a), after which a CME-soaked gauze was administered to half of the hydrogel (Figure 3 b). As time elapsed
(Figure 3 c–e), new CME-soaked gauzes were introduced
until complete hydrogel dissolution occurred (30 min, (Figure 3 f)). Together, these results show that the ability of the
hydrogel to be dissolved on-demand provides a desirable
alternative to debridement of the dressing. In the clinic, we
envision the hydrogel dressing to be applied onto the seconddegree burn wound without a secondary dressing to hold it in
place due to its adhesive properties. In order to dissolve the
hydrogel, the CME solution would be applied onto the
hydrogel with irrigation and proceed as presented in Figure 3.
In vitro cytotoxicity and immunogenicity of the hydrogel
were evaluated to determine its biocompatibility. The viability
of hydrogel-exposed NIH3T3 murine fibroblasts did not differ
from untreated controls after a 24 h incubation period (91 
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55, 1 – 5
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Figure 2. Time sweep of hydrogel dissolution after exposure of the
hydrogel to CME, LME, or air.

1 % vs. 100  6 %, respectively; P = 0.109). The expression of
IL-6 among RAW 264.7 macrophages exposed to the hydrogel
did not differ from media-only controls (6  4 vs. 1 
2 pg mL 1, respectively; P = 0.20) and was significantly lower
than positive controls exposed to lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
(6  4 vs. 2610  21 pg mL 1, respectively; P = 3.14  10 11)
(see SI). In vitro cytotoxicity of CME and CME + hydrogel
dissolution products decreased viability of NIH3T3 fibroblasts
to 65  5 % (P = 0.0010) and 72  4 % (P = 0.0024), respectively, as compared to the media-only control. There was no
significant difference between the viability of the CME and
CME + hydrogel dissolution products treatment groups. The
decrease in cell viability may reflect the limitations of this in
vitro assay where cysteine and its analogs, including CME, act
as metal chelators, leading to cytotoxic effects. CME also
affords a hypertonic shock due to high osmolarity as the
commercially available hydrochloride salt. The oral LD50
(mouse) of CME is 2300 mg kg 1 and intraperitoneal LD50
(mouse) is 1340 mg kg 1, as reported in the MSDS. Finally,
CME itself is a pharmaceutical product used to treat humans
for symptomatic relief of cough with sputum (see SI).
A major cause of death of severely burned patients is
infection. The scarcity of blood vessels in the burn wound
prevents the delivery of immune cells, cytokines, and antibiotics. In addition, the presence of coagulated proteins and
other microbial nutrients provide an optimal environment for
bacterial growth and the development of infection. Thus, the
efficacy of the hydrogel in preventing wound infection and
sepsis was evaluated in an animal model of second-degree
burn.[10] Animal experiments in this study were approved by
the Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center and Boston University. Seconddegree burns, covering approximately 5 % of total body
surface area, were induced under general anesthesia on 30
adult female Sprague-Dawley rats. Immediately after burn
induction, the animals were divided into three groups: 1) burn
only (negative controls, n = 10), 2) burn + bacterial contamination (positive controls, n = 10), or 3) burn + hydrogel +
bacterial contamination (hydrogel-treated group, n = 10).
Bacterial contamination in the positive controls and hydro-
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gel-treated group was achieved by covering the burn and the
burn + hydrogel wounds with a gauze containing 2  108 CFU
(colony forming units) of log-phase Pseudomonas aeruginosa
(Strain PAO1, ATCC 47085), respectively.[11] P. aeruginosa is
the most common source of burn infections.[12] The rats were
euthanized 72 h later, and bacterial counts were taken from
the burn wound (as a measure of local proliferation) and from
the spleen (as a measure of systemic dissemination).[13]
The hydrogel prevented the occurrence of detectable local
infections (defined as those with > 100 CFU g 1 of tissue) as
their prevalence did not differ from the negative controls
(20  17 % vs. 0  %; P = 0.29) but was significantly
decreased compared to positive controls (20  17 % vs.
100  0 %; P = 0.001) (Figure 4). Additionally, the total

Keywords: dendrimers · dissolution · hydrogel · thiol–
thioester exchange · wound dressing
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bacterial burden of the wound in the positive controls was
significantly higher than in the hydrogel group and the
negative controls (1.39  108  8.30  107 CFU g 1 vs. 4.04 
103  3.99  103 CFU g 1 vs. 6.88  102  6.38  102 respectively; P = 0.009). The hydrogel also prevented detectable
systemic infections (sepsis) when compared to positive controls (0  0 % vs. 60  21 %; P = 0.038). The total systemic
bacterial burden in the positive controls was significantly
higher than the hydrogel group and the negative controls (9 
102  7.76  107 CFU g 1 vs. 5  101  0 CFU g 1 vs. 5  101 
0 CFU g 1, respectively; P = 0.031).
From a clinical perspective, designing a hydrogel dressing
that seals the wound, prevents bacterial infection, and
dissolves on-demand for atraumatic removal offers significant
promise for a more effective treatment for second-degree
burn patients. From a chemistry perspective, the use of
a chemoselective transformation, i.e., thiol–thioester
exchange, to site-specifically cleave the polymer network
provides a unique approach to controlled dissolution of
a material as opposed to the more mainstream activities of
material formation.
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An easily removable dressing: A hydrogelbased dressing for second-degree burn
wounds has been synthesized and tested
in vivo. It is composed of a dendritic
macromonomer and a poly(ethylene
glycol) crosslinker that form a hydrogel
upon mixing. An on-demand and atraumatic hydrogel dissolution proceeds
through thiol–thioester exchange reaction in presence of a cysteine methyl ester
solution.
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